Thread Stories – Walk in the Woods
8 Hour Open Enrollment Thread Painting Workshop
Two 4 hour Days

Nancy Prince
Workshop Description: Most of you have worked on a row by row quilt. Now for the first time, this workshops’
focus is thread painting row by row. The object of this workshop is to give the illusion that an area is far from the
viewer and that another area is close to the viewer. Adjusting the rows achieves this goal and the use of dark and
light areas creates the illusion of shadows and highlights thus giving form and interest to the project. So grab your
thread, oil up your machine, and be ready to learn some new techniques

Items necessary for the workshop
Thread Painting Thread – 40 weight polyester or rayon
 Threads for this project are row-by-row. Use the photographs of the threads on the back page in



selecting thread OR see pages 20-23 of the Workshop booklet for photographs of each row of
thread colors

Bobbin thread – Use either 80 weight Quilters Select, Superior’s 60 weight Bottom Line in a light and dark
color
6” wooden or plastic machine embroidery hoop

NOTE: There is a mandatory kit for this workshop that includes everything required for the
workshop EXCEPT for all thread listed and a 6” hoop. You must order the kit at least 1 week in
advance of the workshop for east coast and central USA to allow for shipping USPS First Class
Package - Retail. Choose Priority for west coast students at 1 week to allow for shipping. The kit
will be shipped directly to you. Go to www.nancyprince.com; click on Teaching Schedule; then
Open Enrollment; scroll down and click on Details; then Sign up.
Kit is mandatory and must be ordered 1 week in advance of the workshop
Excludes
shipping

Workshop fee and kit: $108

Kit includes: Custom printed background fabric; 2 pieces printed stabilizer, 7 pieces of stabilizer
backing, tulle, handouts, thread chart, Instructional booklet & practice products

Appropriate hoops

Plastic

Open toe free-motion feet

Wooden

Notions:



Basic sewing supplies – scissors, 70/10,80/12, 90/14 Microtex sharp or top stitch machine needles, tweezers, seam
ripper, etc. Stencil cutter – optional but handy
Sewing machine

o






Please know how your machine works and make sure it is in good working order before class. For
thread painting you will need to know how to drop the feed dogs, how to adjust your machine for
free-motion machine embroidery, how to change the upper tension and know where to change the
width on the zigzag stitch. If you are unsure of these machine adjustments, please check with your
machine dealer before class. A solid sewing platform is recommended. You will need a zigzag
throat plate. Thanks for checking this out before class.

Open toe free motion foot from left in photo: Bernina, Janome or Baby Lock and Pfaff. Visibility on machines with a
clear oval plastic foot is practically zero. Cutting away between the two red lines on this type foot works well. Check
with your machine dealer for optional free motion feet. With a closed foot you will not be able to see.
Black permanent ultra-fine point marker
Knee lift (only if you have one)
High tension or embroidery bobbin case (only if you have one

Threads below are Isacord and Iris. Use the photos to choose the thread colors from your stash

Superior Kimono 100 weight silk
361, 349, 358. 301, 280,
Iris1392, Iris 1220 ,Iris 1394

0465

5866

5934

5833

0453

5822

Row
colors. All
thread is
40 weight
polyester.
See pages
20-23 of
the
Workshop
Booklet
for thread
colors by
row.

339

0352

0134

Trunk colors

1375 Iris 1298

0853

1123

1385

3211

Iris 1298

0853 1123 Iris 1143

Iris 1372

0640

Flower colors

Iris 1057

